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What is an IRA?

● Individual Retirement Account
● Defined Contribution Plan (as opposed to a Defined 

Benefit Plan, ie a pension)
● 35% of US households own an IRA (another 34% 

own non-IRA retirement assets)

● Similar to 401(k)s and 403(b)s in how they are 
taxed:

○ Contributions are (usually) made pre-tax and 
are (usually) deductible

○ Investment earnings grow tax-free

○ Withdrawals are taxed 100% as ordinary 
income



Who Owns IRAs?



Types of IRAs

● Traditional IRA: contributions are not 
included in taxable income; started 
by an individual, frequently as a 
rollover from another retirement 
plan.

● ROTH IRAs: contributions are not 
deductible and made out of post-tax 
money; earnings and withdrawals 
are tax-free; covered under PATH

● SEP (Simple Employee Pension) 
IRAs; employer-only contributions; 
same tax treatment as Traditional 
IRAs; not covered under PATH

● SIMPLE (Savings Incentive Match 
Plan for Employees) IRAs; employer 
and employee contributions; same 
tax treatment as Traditional IRAs; 
not covered under PATH







Source: The 2016 U.S. Trust Study of High Net Worth Philanthropy
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IRA Distributions

● Withdrawals before owner is 59.5 years old incur a 
10% penalty except:
○ Disability, or medical expenses greater than 

7.5% of AGI
○ Qualified educational expenses for oneself or 

family, or first-time home buying up to $10,000
● Normal withdrawals start between ages 60-70
● 100% income tax on distributions (state tax varies)
● Made through IRA trustee/administrator



Required Minimum Distributions

Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) must be 
made for the year the owner turns 70.5:

○ Severe penalty for not taking RMD: 50% of 
shortfall in distributions

○ RMD calculated using Uniform Lifetime 
Distribution Table:
■ 70 = 3.65%
■ 71 = 3.77%
■ 72 = 3.91%
■ ...80 = 5.35%
■ ...85 = 6.76%
■ ...90 = 8.77%
■ ...95 = 11.63%
■ ...99 = 14.93%





Birth of the Charitable Rollover IRA

“This year, I’m putting all my money into money”



● Pension Protection Act 2006
○ First made these gifts available
○ Availability was off-and-on until 2015

● PATH Act 2015
○ Made Qualified Charitable Distributions permanent
○ Rules:

○ IRAs or Roths
○ Age 70.5+
○ Up to $100,000 tax-free per donor per year
○ Must be made payable to charity
○ Wired or mailed directly to charity
○ Mailed to donor who delivers to charity with or without a note
○ Not to be used for Donor Advised Funds, gift annuities, event 

donations, or any other gift that results in less than 100% 
deduction

○ OK for personal pledges
○ No charitable deduction
○ Reported as a non-taxable distribution that counts toward RMD



Who Gives IRAs?

Source: The 2016 U.S. Trust Study of High Net Worth Philanthropy
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Why give IRA assets?

1. Unlike almost every other use, charitable gifts puts to use 100% 
of the value of someone’s hard-earned life savings—any other 
use of the distribution is reduced by taxes.

2. Giving IRA assets restores the government “subsidy” on the gift 
that is being lost by tens of millions of donors under the new tax 
plan. Because they will no longer itemize and instead take the 
higher standard deduction, many taxpayers will effectively lose 
the government subsidy of their giving, while IRA donors will 
keep theirs.

3. For donors who previously were subject to deduction limitations 
(high income or prior year carryovers), IRA gifts restore the tax 
benefit of charitable giving since there is no income limitations for 
the distributions to be tax-free.

4. Gets around the necessity of “bunching” donations, if that does 
turn out to be a problem for charities under the new tax law…time 
will tell.



Target audience for outright gifts:

• Donors age 70+ with 
capacity—the same sweet spot 
as outright major gifts

• Sort by wealth rating or lifetime 
giving amount

• Sort by # of years giving or 
consecutive years giving

• Direct mail to donors age 70-
72—at year’s end.

• Six months after donor makes 
a $5,000+ gift or pledge 
payment: send letter with 
article or flier.

• For donors who have already 
named you beneficiary of an 
IRA—why not accelerate the 
gift?

Promoting IRA Giving



Designating IRAs to Charity 
(bequests)
• Commonplace alternative to bequests via will 

or living trusts, with important differences
• Easier gift to execute (fewer steps and no 

legal cost), but also easier to revoke or 
change.

• More tax-efficient—unlike charitable 
beneficiaries, the heirs, spouse, or estate 
have to pay tax on withdrawals, where all 
other assets are inherited tax-free.

• More difficult to control gift amount—shares 
are only expressed as a %.

• Requires a separate gift agreement or letter 
with the charity (unless the gift is 
unrestricted), since beneficiary forms allow for 
nothing more than name and tax id #

Paradise





Inheriting IRAs

• Charities across the US have 
experienced difficulties with IRA 
administrators getting the gifted funds 
in a timely manner.

• Difficulties stem from demand that 
charity open an account and supply 
personal sensitive information of 
officers and directors—under vague 
assertions that it is required by the 
Patriot Act.

• Charities that refuse to open an 
Inherited IRA account or provide 
personal information have lost funds 
that were legally theirs.

Purgatory



Solutions
2016—Two part article by Jeff Comfort in Planned Giving Today, citing IRC 
Section 408 as the basis for refusing to open an IRA account. Because 
only a human being can open an IRA, he recommends asking,

“What is your firm’s legal basis for requiring my charity to open this 
account?”

He suggests you submit a written request saying something like:

The assets in the XXX IRA that YYY Financial is holding lawfully belong to the 
Foundation and we ask for them to be delivered promptly, please. We have 
provided you with our Foundation name, address, and EIN.

2017—Jon Tidd presented at CGP Conference Take-Aways from IRAs, in 
which he explained that IRA administrators are trustees, with duties to 
beneficiaries, and delays or undue burden in collecting IRA funds runs 
afoul of fiduciary duties.



Questions?

E. John McKee
Assistant VP for Planned Giving and Philanthropy

University of Maryland, Baltimore
Cell phone (410) 349-7486

LinkedIn: Ter.ps/EJohnMcKee
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